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TREE PLANTING APPLICATION
Thank you for your interest in urban trees! 

If you run into issues, need assistance or have general questions during this process, please contact 
Alejandro Espinosa de los Monteros at aespinosa@kibi.org or (317) 960-3454.

APPLICANT / PARTNER INFORMATION

Please provide your contact info as well as contact info for any other individuals that will be involved in the

application process or project.

Name *

Phone *

Email *

Confirm Email*

What is your connection to the planting area?

I live there



I work there

Other:

Do you live or work in the proposed planting area? *

Yes

No

Have you worked with KIB in the past? *

Yes

No

Will this project involve an HOA, business, or other organization? *

Yes

No

Other Community Member Name: *

Other Community Member E-mail or Phone: *

PROJECT INFORMATION

Tree planting projects can take many shapes. In this section please provide a short description

of the project, it’s potential impact and where you want the planting to take place. A minimum of

20 trees is strongly recommended. Tree species will be determined after a site assessment later

in the application process.

Project Area Name: *

(Ex: Fountain Square, Martindale-Brightwood, Washington Park, etc.)



When would you like this tree planting to take place? *

As Soon As Possible

Other:

If "other", please indicate the season (Spring or Fall) and the year. (Ex: Fall 2020)

Briefly describe your vision for this tree planting: *

What will this project do for the community? *

Estimated number of trees to be planted: *

What streets are included in this tree planting? If you want to plant in a park, what is its name? *

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

The tree planting program is a partnership. KIB provides trees, tools, mulch, and technical assistance. We

can also assist in recruiting extra volunteers and engaging with the communities that are receiving the

trees. Please let us know if you can provide any of the following- Note: these items are not required for your

application to be approved, rather your answers will help us to better prepare to work with you on this

project.



How many volunteers do you think you can recruit for the tree planting? (We like to have one volunteer
per tree.) *

Would it be helpful to have a KIB Staff Member come and speak to your neighborhood or group to help
gain more involvement and support? *

Yes

No

Can you, your organization, or your neighborhood provide the following? Check all that apply. *

Bathrooms

Snacks

Water

Warm Beverages (for cold days)

None of the above

Other:

TREE CARE AND MAINTENANCE

For the first 3 years after planting, all trees must be watered once per week with 15 gallons of

water from April through October. Other routine checks and maintenance is vital for the long-

term survival of urban trees. Our Youth Tree Team will mulch and prune your trees and may help

with watering if your project qualifies for KIB watering assistance.

Can your group water these trees? If so, who will do the watering? Who will be responsible for making
sure the trees are cared for? *

How will you access water for your trees? *



ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

How did you hear about the tree application? *

Do you expect that you, your organization or the neighborhood will apply for more trees in the future?
When? Where? *
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